AK 069
STREAKING GRIME
FOR PANZER GREY

A very special product for creating streaking grime effects on German vehicles painted with Panzer Grey. This enamel should be mixed well and then painted in vertical lines on the sides of the model. Allow to dry for about 15 minutes and then blend with a wide flat brush moistened with white spirit in a downward motion.

To create the streaks, apply the product straight from the jar and paint on vertical strokes from top to bottom in selected areas.

Use a flat brush moist with AK 011 White Spirit. Remove most of the white Spirit until the brush is almost dry on a tissue or cloth.

Once the product has dried for about 15 minutes use the flat brush to blend in the streaks with vertical sweeps. You can repeat this process until you are happy with the result.

For the best effects use the streaking Grime randomly. The results of this product used on this model.